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Abstract
Let C be curve in Pnk over an algebraically closed eld k of characteristic 0 and let  =C\H be
the generic hyperplane section. It is known that, if C is reduced and irreducible, then   consists
of points in uniform position. Assume instead that   is not in uniform position; then   contains a
subscheme  0 of degree d0 such that h 0(s)<minfd0; h (s)g, for some s, where h is the Hilbert
function. One can ask if, in this situation, C contains a curve C0 whose generic hyperplane section
is  0. In this paper we give a positive answer to this question under some additional hypotheses
on  . c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 14H50; secondary 14H45
0. Introduction
Let C be a curve (i.e. a locally C.M. subscheme equidimensional of dimension 1)
in Pnk over an algebraically closed eld k of characteristic 0, of degree d and let
 =C\H be the generic hyperplane section. Let I (resp. J ) be the homogeneous ideal
of C (resp.  ) in the polynomial ring S = k[x1; : : : ; xn+1] (resp. R= k[x1; : : : ; xn]).
In the case n = 3 we know that, if the Hilbert function of   is not of decreasing
type, i.e. the dierence function h  has the form
h  = f1; 2; : : : ; ; c; c+1; : : :g
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where c   and 0<cs = cs+1 = k < for some s   (in term of the numerical
character, the numerical character is not connected), then both Js and Js+1 have a GCD
F of degree k. Moreover  0 = V (F) \   satised h 0(s)<minfd0; h (s)g.
In [6] I stated that in the above situation, C contains a curve C0 whose generic plane
section is  0. Unfortunately, the proof given there is not correct (I thank S. Greco for
pointing out this to me).
In this paper, I give a proof of the above statement which is valid in any dimension
n  3 (Theorem 1). The proof uses a technique due to Green [5] which has been
developed by Cook [2].
On the other hand, one can ask if the same conclusion holds under the weaker
assumption that Js has a GCD of positive degree: I am able to give a positive answer
to this question only in the case when C is reduced (Theorem 4).
1. In this section, I prove the main result of the paper. The notation is as in the
introduction.
Theorem 1. Let C Pnk be a curve and let   = C \ H be the generic hyperplane
section. Assume that; for some s> 0; both Js and Js+1 have a GCD F of positive
degree and let  0 = V (F) \  . Then:
(a) there exists a curve C0C whose generic hyperplane section is  0;
(b) there exists an hypersurface T Pnk whose generic hyperplane section is V (F);
(c) C0 is equal to C \ T up to zero-dimensional components.
Proof. We write the equation of H as h =
P
tixi = 0, where t = (t1; : : : ; tn+1) are
indeterminates and view H as a family parametrized by an open set in (Pn)_. Since
  is rational over k(t) then J has a basis in R(t) = k(t)[x1; : : : ; xn].
Let G 2 R(t) be an element of Js. Then we write G = PF , where P and F are
forms in x1; : : : ; xn whose coecients are rational functions in t. Let IjH R(t) the
restricted ideal I + (h)=(h). Since J = (IjH )sat, there exists m such that, for every
multiindex M = (m1; : : : ; mn) of length m and every G as before, xMG 2 IjH , where
x = (x1; : : : ; xn). I.e. xMG + hA 2 I , with A 2 S(t) depending on M .
Now we dierentiate with respect to ti and, since I is dened over k, we get
xM

@F
@ti
P +
@P
@ti
F

+ xiA (mod h) 2 IjH :
From this we get
xM

@F
@ti
xj − @F@tj xi

P +

@P
@ti
xj − @P@tj xi

F

(mod h) 2 IjH :
Since this is true for every M , we deduce

@F
@ti
xj − @F@tj xi

P +

@P
@ti
xj − @P@tj xi

F (mod h) 2 J:
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But, since all elements in Js+1 are multiples of F , it follows that
@F
@ti
xj − @F@tj xi

P (mod h) 2 (F);
where (F) is the principal ideal generated by F in R(t).
But F is the GCD of Js, hence, when G varies in Js the GCD of all the corresponding
P’s is one.
Finally, we get
@F
@ti
xj − @F@tj xi

(mod h) 2 (F):
It follows that F satises the condition of [2, Proposition 10], and hence it denes a
hypersurface T in Pnk whose generic hyperplane section is V (F). This proves (b).
(a) and (c) are deduced by putting C0= the maximal locally C.M. one-dimensional
subscheme of C \ T i.e. C0 = C \ T minus zero-dimensional components isolated or
embedded. We have C0 \H =C \T \H = \V (F)= 0 since H is generic and does
not contain any zero-dimensional component of C \ T .
2. In this section, I recall some known conditions on the Hilbert function of   that
imply the hypotheses of Theorem 1.
In the case of a zero-dimensional scheme in P2 we have the following result by
Davis [3, Theorem 4:1] (see [4] for a dierent proof).
Theorem 2. Let   be a zero-dimensional subscheme of P2. Assume that h  has the
form
h  = f1; 2; : : : ; ; c; c+1; : : :g;
where c   and 0<cs = cs+1 = k < for some s  . Then
(a) both Js and Js+1 have a GCD F of degree k;
(b) the Hilbert function of  0 =   \ V (F) is as follows:
h0  = f1; 2; : : : ; k; c0k ; : : :g;
where c0i =minfk; cig for i  k.
In particular, we note that the Hilbert function of  0 is uniquely determined by that
of  .
The above result has been generalized in [1, Proposition 2:7] as follows. First, we
introduce some notation.
For integers i; c> 0, the i-binomial expansion of c is the unique expression
c =
mi
i

+

mi−1
i − 1

+   +

mj
j

;
where mi >mi − 1>   >mj  1.
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Then dene
chii =

mi + 1
i + 1

+

mi−1 + 1
i

+   +

mj + 1
j + 1

:
For r  1; i  1 and x  i dene the function
fr; i(x) =

x + r
r

−

x − i + r
r

:
Now let   be a closed subscheme in Pr+1 and let J be its homogeneous ideal. If
h  = fc0; c1; : : :g with cs+1 = chsis , then we say that h  has maximal growth in
degree s.
If Js 6= 0, then the number
k =maxfijfr; i(s)  h (s)g
is called the potential GCD of Js.
Theorem 3. Let   be a closed subscheme in Pr+1 and let J be its homogeneous ideal.
Assume that; for some s; Js has a potential GCD k  1 and assume also that h 
has maximal growth in degree s. Then both Js and Js+1 have a GCD F of degree k.
We observe that, in general, the Hilbert function of  0= \V (F) is not determined
by that of  , as the following example shows.
Example (Bigatti et al. [1]). Let   be a set of 13 points in P3 with h  = f1; 3; 4;
5; 0; : : :g. It satises the conditions of Theorem 3 for s = 2; k = 1 but  0 can consist
of either 9 or 10 points in a plane and both cases are possible.
3. In this section, I try to generalize Theorem 1 by assuming only that Js has a GCD
of positive degree. For example let C P3 a curve of degree 4 and assume that  
contains three collinear points. Can be deduced that C contains a plane cubic? Note
that in this case the fact that   contains three collinear points cannot be detected from
the Hilbert function of   but depends on the Betti numbers of a free resolution of J .
I am able to give a positive answer to the above question only in the case when C
is reduced. In fact, we have the following:
Theorem 4. Let C be a reduced curve in Pn and let   be the generic hyperplane
section. Assume that; for some s; Js has a GCD F of positive degree and let  = \
V (F). Then C contains a curve C0 whose generic hyperplane section is  0.
Proof. Let us x two generic hyperplanes H1 and H2 and write H = H1 + tH2 where
t is an indeterminate and view H as a family parametrized by an open set U A1 =
Spec(k[t]). As in Theorem 1, the subschemes of H :  ; V (F);  0 are all rational over
k(t).
Let us consider the projection P3  U ! U and let Z (resp. X; X 0) be the closed
subscheme of P3  U whose ber over k(t) is V (F) (resp.  ;  0). We note that, for
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 2 U , the bers over  of Z; X; X 0 are V (F);  ;  0, where F;  ;  0 are dened
as F;  ;  0, with respect to H = H1 + H2.
Let T (resp. C0) be the closure of the image of Z (resp. X 0) in P3. T is an hyper-
surface and T \ HV (F) [ L, where L= H1 \ H2, for every  2 U .
We have C0T \C and since we can assume L\C = ;, we see that C0 \H = 0
for every  2 U . Hence C0 is the smallest subscheme of P3 containing all the  0 ’s,
for  2 U . From this it follows that C0 is a curve i.e. it has no zero-dimensional com-
ponents, isolated or embedded. We can view C0 as T \ C minus the zero-dimensional
components.
Now, we have to prove that the generic hyperplane section of C0 is  0. To this end,
we consider a third generic hyperplane H3 and repeat the above procedure starting
from the pencil H = H1 + H3.
We obtain a new curve C00C whose section with all the hyperplanes H is  0.
In particular C0 and C00 have the same section with H1, hence, since C is reduced,
C0 = C00 and we are done.
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